
zharoff protests
weather service
restructuring

in a letter to USU S commerce
secretary robert mosbacher state
sen fred zharoff D kodiak pro
tested the restructuring plans for nat-
ional weather service operations inin
alaska

the plan does not take into ac
count alaskasalanskas unique conditions he
said the restructuring will leave
huge gaps in the accuracy of weather
forecasting in alaska these are gaps
that will not occur inin the lower 48

under the plan the service will cen
tralizetralice weather forecasting operations
inn anchorage fairbanks and juneau
three field offices will be closed and
the remaining I111I1 downgraded inin their
functions the plan calls for new
automated equipment radar and a new
satellite to make up the gaps

in the letter zharoff noted that
many states inin the lower 48 with less
land area less coastline and much
smaller fishing fleets will have many
more full service weather stations
while alaska isis reduced to three

how can this much centralization
for alaska be justifiedjustified77 zharoff
asked

he noted that automated equipment
can break down and significant delays
may occur before it can be replaced

there isis no substitute for the
trained people working out inin the field
offices and their ability to submit ac-
curate observations and data about
changing weather conditions
zharoff said

in his letter zharoff stressed the im-
portance to alaskasalanskas fishing fleet of
accurate and immediate notification of
adverse changes inin the weather he
also discussed his districts
dependence on airair and matinemarine
transportation and the unfavorable
weather conditions present inin
southwest alaska throughout the year

lives and property are at risk
without the best possible weather inin-
formation he said

the final decision on the restructur-
ing plan isis being made by mosbacher
interested individuals may write him
citat the commerce department herbert
C hoover building 14th street bet-
ween constitution avenue and E
street NWN W washington DCD C
20230


